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Horsman News  - Issue 2 

 
 

 

Book Review 

 

In early 2010 a new book was released in 

Australia,  called “Tom Hurstbourne or a 

Squatter's Life”.  

 
 

The book was edited by Gerard Benjamin,  a 

descendent of Peter Horsman, of Shrewsbury 

in Shropshire, UK.  

I will let Gerard tell you more: 

 

“A Providential Meeting: The Wood and 

Horsman families of Shrewsbury” 

“I have been endeavouring to collect what 

facts I can, relative to the smoke & stench of 

the Factory belonging to Marshall & Co. The 

smoke from the fires of the Lee pans, drives 

by Westerley winds directly across my lower 

Dell and to the House, and with stench from 

the Lee pans, forms so great a nuisance I can 

scarcely breathe in it”  wrote an exasperated 

John Clavering Wood (1778-1835) in his 

diary on 25 March 1823. Owner of the 350-

acre Marche estate nine miles from 

Shrewsbury, the factory nuisance was clearly 

hindering Squire Wood’s attempts to let his 

Hanwood house to well-heeled tenants. 

The ensuing complaint to the factory owners 

is likely to have resulted in the first meeting 

between Wood and Peter Horsman (1778-

1848), manager of Marshall & Co.’s 

Shrewsbury flax mill for more than 30 years. 

Born at Laneside,  Yorkshire, Peter Horsman 

was a prominent Shrewsbury citizen, 

freemason and freeman of the town. He 

married Elizabeth Wood on 5 June 1797 at 

Otley, and they had five (surviving) children. 

Whatever the initial differences between 

Wood and Horsman, fate decreed on 21 June 

1836 a matrimonial union of town and 

county, when Squire Wood’s son John (1814-

1889) wed Peter Horsman’s third daughter 

Emilia (1809-61).  This marriage produced 

four children. Their eldest, John Clavering 

(1837-1910), possibly read his way though 

his grandfather Wood’s library at Marche 

Hall, before embarking on a real-time 

adventure in Australia during the early 1860s.  

This experience was so eventful that it 

spurred Clavering’s literary impulse. He 

fashioned a novel by projecting his personal 

squirocratic ambitions into his protagonist 

Tom Hurstbourne (firstborn?), whose debt-

laden Shropshire estate urgently needed 

rescuing by the kind of fortune that a 

Queensland sheep station could deliver. 

The remarkable discovery of the unpublished 

manuscript of Tom Hurstbourne or a 

Squatter’s Life by the author’s great-great-

grandson, Gerard Benjamin of Brisbane, after 

it had languished on family shelves for 145 

years, is a story in itself. 

Among Marche Hall heirlooms preserved by 

Wood descendants ‘down under’ was the 

1819-1823 diary of Squire Wood, as well as 

important letters. These have been published 

as A Shropshire Squire, making a companion 

volume for Tom Hurstbourne.  

 

Details about the book can be found at 

www.ggbooks.wordpress.com or contact 

Gerard Benjamin on gloria@bigpond.net.au 

Playing a pivotal role in supplying the 

Horsman details of this story has been Vera 

Booth of Burnley (whose forebear was Emilia 

Horsman’s sister Mary). Vera was introduced 

to Gerard by Sue Horsman, (Editor). 

NB: The book is also now available in the 

UK. 

Editor’s Note:  From a historical point of 

view;  Ditherington Flax Mill, (where Peter 
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Horsman was manager), although now 

derelict, is a building of historical 

significance.  The mill was built in 1797 

using a revolutionary design using an iron 

frame that makes it the forerunner of the 

world's skyscrapers.  

Its designer Charles Bage chose to use iron 

because of the dangers associated with 

processing flax. The dust was highly 

combustible and an iron frame helped to 

protect the mill, making it less likely to burn 

than a traditional timber and brick build. The 

design also meant that the building's 

structural integrity could be assured without 

the use of internal walls. This allowed the 

owners to make maximum use of space as the 

large, open-plan floors still testify.  

During the Napoleonic wars, yarn was 

processed, spun and then turned into uniforms 

for troops abroad by thousands of men and 

women working at the mill. The building 

continued to operate as a flax mill until 1886 

when it was converted into a maltings.  

 


